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CHAPTER I

THE ELEMENTS OF PHONETICS

1. Organs of Speech. The primary condition for the production of speech-sounds is the passage of a stream of breath through the mouth passage or through the nasal passage or through both. This stream of breath is modified in various ways by movements of the organs of speech. The principal movable organs concerned in the production of English speech-sounds are the vocal lips or folds, situated in the larynx; the soft palate or velum; the tongue; the lips; and the lower jaw. The velum (which terminates below in the uvula) forms the back part of the roof of the mouth, the hard palate forming the front part.

2. Voiced and Voiceless Sounds. With reference to the action of the vocal lips, sounds are either voiced or voiceless. In the production of a voiceless sound, the stream of air passes freely through the larynx; the vocal lips are separated, so that they offer no impediment to the stream of air and therefore do not vibrate. But in the production of a voiced sound, the vocal lips are drawn into contact or close together so that they are caused to vibrate by the stream of air which passes between them. This vibration can be felt by placing the first two fingers upon the larynx or "Adam's apple" while one is pronouncing a vowel sound, or such a consonant as v. All vowel sounds are ordinarily voiced, but some consonants are voiced and some are voiceless. It is chiefly voice that distinguishes g (as in get) from k (as in kept), d from t, b from p, v from f, z (as in Zoo) from s (as in soon), and the sound of th in then from the sound of th in thin.

1 The common term vocal cords is not employed here because it is misleading. The vibrating mechanism consists of two muscular and tendinous ledges projecting from the side walls of the larynx. Seen at rest they appear to be lip-like projections; when set in vibration by the pressure of the out-going breath stream they are characterized by a rolling or folding type of movement.

2 Vowels and the consonants that are ordinarily voiced can also be whispered. In whispering the breath stream passes between the arytenoid cartilages rather than the vocal lips in a way that causes friction but not those regular vibrations that characterize voice. Speakers of English very commonly whisper the last of two voiced fricatives that terminate a word followed by a pause (e.g. in leaves). Voiceless consonants are probably not modified when we whisper, but are made with the glottis open as in ordinary speech.

3 By practice one may soon learn to distinguish voiced sounds from voiceless ones. A good exercise for practice is to pronounce alternately s and z, f and v, and the two...
3. **Stops and Fricatives.** With reference to the manner of their articulation, consonants are distinguished as stopped consonants (or plosives) and fricatives (or spirants). In the production of stopped consonants, the breath stream is stopped at some point by the complete closing of the mouth passage. If (as is usually the case) it is the outgoing breath stream that is stopped, the density of the air behind the stoppage becomes greater than the density of the outer air, so that when the stop is opened an explosion occurs. In the production of fricatives, however, the breath stream is not completely stopped but is made to pass through an opening so narrow that the friction causes a buzzing or hissing noise. Stopped consonants are Modern English g (as in go), b, d, t, p; fricatives are z, s, th (as in then), v, f. The ch in chill and the g in gin are combinations of a stop consonant with a fricative (approximately t with sh and d with s as in measure). In these combinations the closure for the stop and for the fricative is made at the same or nearly the same point, and when the stop is opened the explosion occurs through the narrow opening of the fricative; such combinations are called affricates.

4. The complete or partial closure required to produce stops and fricatives is usually made by means of the tongue of lips, and the quality of the various sounds is determined by the place where the closure is made. Modern English g (as in go) and c (as in comb) are produced by contact of the tongue against the soft palate; y (as in yield) is made with an incomplete closure between the tongue and the hard palate; d and t are made by contact of the tongue against the ridge above the upper front teeth (alveolar ridge) or against the teeth themselves; z and s are made with an incomplete closure at the same point; b and p are produced by a closure of the two lips; v and f are produced with an incomplete closure between the lower lip and the upper front teeth; th as in then and th as in thin are produced by causing air to pass between the tongue and the backs or edges of the upper front teeth.

According to the place of their formation, these consonants are therefore classified as velar consonants (g as in go, c as in comb); palatal consonants (y); alveolar consonants (d, t, z, s); interdental consonants (th in then, th in thin); labiodental consonants (v, f); labial consonants (b, p).

5. **Nasal and Oral Sounds.** All of the consonants mentioned in the preceding paragraph are oral consonants. Nasal consonants are m, n, ng (as in thing). In the articulation of the oral consonants, the velum is retracted until it makes contact with the back wall of the throat, which at the same time moves forward so as to close the passage from the throat to the nasal cavity, forcing the breath stream to issue through the mouth. In the articulation of nasal consonants, however, the velum is in the position it occupies in ordinary breathing, and the mouth passage is stopped by the lips or tongue, the closure being made for m, n, and ng, precisely as for b, d, and g, respectively, the breath stream issuing through the nose.

Vowels are normally oral sounds, but they become nasalized if the velum is not completely retracted and the passage to the nasal cavity is partly open. Consonants are also nasalized when they are pronounced with incomplete retraction of the velum. The nasalized vowels of Modern French are pronounced with no retraction of the velum and with the passage from the throat to the nasal cavity wide open.

6. **Vowels.** Vowel sounds are more open than fricatives. In the formation of a fricative, a stream of air is made to pass through an opening so narrow that the passage of the air causes friction and therefore noise. In the formation of a vowel, however, the mouth opening is so wide that the friction of the air against the sides of the opening causes very little noise or none at all.

7. **Open and Close Vowels.** But the vowels are not all equally open in their formation. If one pronounces in order the vowel sounds of the words hat, hate, heat, he will observe that in pronouncing each of these successive sounds the tongue is closer to the roof of the mouth. When we pronounce the series, the tongue starts from a position considerably below the roof of the mouth and ends in a position quite close to the roof of the mouth. This can be felt, and it can also be seen by pronouncing the sounds before a mirror. The same thing can be observed in regard to the vowels of the words low, low, loot. As we pronounce this series of vowels, we can feel the tongue going higher in the mouth, and we can see it indirectly by watching the upward movement of the lower jaw as we pronounce the three sounds before a mirror.
8. This difference in openness or height is the basis of one of the most important classifications of vowel sounds. We distinguish at least three degrees in the height of vowel sounds. If the tongue is quite close to the roof of the mouth, we call the vowel a high vowel. If the tongue occupies a low position in the mouth, we call the vowel a low vowel. If the tongue is in a position about midway between its extreme high position and its extreme low position, we call the vowel a mid vowel. So the vowels of law and hat are low vowels, the vowels of low and hate are mid vowels, and the vowels of loot and heat are high vowels.

9. Back and Front Vowels. When we pronounce in succession the two series of vowels heard in law, low, loot, and hat, hate, heat, we can perceive that the tongue lies differently as we utter the two series. When we pronounce the vowels of law, low, loot, the tongue is closest to the back part of the roof of the mouth. When we pronounce the vowels of hat, hate, heat, the tongue is closest to the front part of the roof of the mouth. This can be felt, and it can also be seen to a certain extent by looking into the mouth as we pronounce the two series of sounds before a mirror. We therefore call the vowels of law, low, loot, back vowels, and the vowels of hat, hate, heat, front vowels. This is the second basis of the classification of vowel sounds.

10. Combining the two classifications of vowel sounds, we say that the vowel of hat is a low front vowel, that the vowel of hate is a mid front vowel, that the vowel of heat is a high front vowel, that the vowel of law is a low back vowel, that the vowel of low is a mid back vowel, and that the vowel of loot is a high back vowel.4

11. Round and Unround Vowels. If one pronounces before a mirror the two series of vowel sounds heard in hat, hate, heat, and law, low, loot, he will see that the action of the lips in pronouncing the two series is not the same. In pronouncing the first series, the lips are either in the neutral position which they occupy when they are in a position of rest with the mouth slightly open, or else the lip opening is enlarged by a slight depression of the lower lip or by drawing apart the corners of the mouth. But in pronouncing the latter series the lip opening is modified by bringing together the corners of the mouth, with or without raising the lower

4 Some vowels, for example a in English cuba, e in German gobe, e in French je, are neither front vowels nor back vowels. They occur chiefly in unstressed syllables and are generally termed central vowels.

9. Back and Front Vowels. When we pronounce in succession the two series of vowels heard in law, low, loot, and hat, hate, heat, we can perceive that the tongue lies differently as we utter the two series. When we pronounce the vowels of law, low, loot, the tongue is closest to the back part of the roof of the mouth. When we pronounce the vowels of hat, hate, heat, the tongue is closest to the front part of the roof of the mouth. This can be felt, and it can also be seen to a certain extent by looking into the mouth as we pronounce the two series of sounds before a mirror. We therefore call the vowels of law, low, loot, back vowels, and the vowels of hat, hate, heat, front vowels. This is the second basis of the classification of vowel sounds.

10. Combining the two classifications of vowel sounds, we say that the vowel of hat is a low front vowel, that the vowel of hate is a mid front vowel, that the vowel of heat is a high front vowel, that the vowel of law is a low back vowel, that the vowel of low is a mid back vowel, and that the vowel of loot is a high back vowel.

11. Round and Unround Vowels. If one pronounces before a mirror the two series of vowel sounds heard in hat, hate, heat, and law, low, loot, he will see that the action of the lips in pronouncing the two series is not the same. In pronouncing the first series, the lips are either in the neutral position which they occupy when they are in a position of rest with the mouth slightly open, or else the lip opening is enlarged by a slight depression of the lower lip or by drawing apart the corners of the mouth. But in pronouncing the latter series the lip opening is modified by bringing together the corners of the mouth, with or without raising the lower lip. On the basis of this difference in the action of the lips we make the distinction between round and unround vowels, and call the vowel of law a low back round vowel, the vowel of low a mid back round vowel, and the vowel of loot a high back round vowel. The vowels of hat, hate, heat, on the other hand, are unround vowels.

Round vowels differ considerably in the degree of their rounding. The vowel of loot is more rounded than the vowel of low, and the vowel of law is more rounded than the vowel of law; in fact some speakers of English pronounce the vowel of law with very little rounding or none at all.

12. All of the English front vowels are unround, but front round vowels occur in French and German. The vowels of French une and German kühn and müssem are high front round vowels. The vowels of French peu and German schön and hölle are mid front round vowels. The vowels of une and kühn may be roughly described as formed with the tongue position of the vowel of English heat and the lip rounding of the vowel of English loot. The vowel of müssem may be described as formed with the tongue position of the vowel of English bit and the lip rounding of the vowel of English full. The vowels of peu and schön may be described as formed with the tongue position of the vowel of English hate and the lip rounding of the vowel of English note. And the vowel of hölle may be described as formed with the tongue position of the vowel of English bet and the lip rounding of the vowel of English law.

13. Tense and Lax Vowels. If we pronounce the vowel of loot and then the vowel of look, the vowel of beat and then the vowel of bit, we can feel in pronouncing the first vowel of each pair a degree of tenseness in the tongue that we do not feel in pronouncing the second vowel of the pair. The first pair of vowels are both high back round vowels, the second pair are both high front unround vowels, yet the acoustic quality of the first member of each pair is distinctly different from that of the second member. This difference of acoustic quality is chiefly the result of the difference that we observe in the tenseness of the tongue. Therefore, the vowels of loot and beat are called tense vowels and the vowels of look and bit are called lax vowels. The distinction between tense and lax vowels is most clearly perceptible and most distinct in its acoustic effect in the high vowels, but we find the same difference, though in a less degree, in the mid and low vowels. The vowel of hait differs from the vowel of bet chiefly in being more tense, at least in American English.
The vowel of earth is tense, and the vowel of the second syllable of Cuba, though made with nearly the same tongue position, is lax. The vowel of note is tense, and sometimes that of naught as well. The vowel of the first syllable of fairy is tense in the speech of some persons and lax in the speech of others. The other vowels of English are all lax.

The distinction between tenses and laxness in vowels is often accompanied by certain other differences in the mechanism of their formation. Generally a tense vowel is slightly higher in jaw position than the corresponding lax vowel. Some phoneticians, notably Jones and Kenyon, recognize this as the basic difference between such a pair of sounds as the stressed vowels of seat and sit, defining the former as a high front vowel, and the latter as a lower high-front vowel. Tense vowels are commonly longer in duration than lax vowels and are more likely to be slightly diphthongized.

We should understand, moreover, that this distinction between tense and lax vowels is highly relative. All the English vowels are lax as compared with the stressed vowels of French, which are all very tense. The German short vowels are lax, and the long vowels are tense, though less tense than those of French. And the English tense vowels are less tense than the German tense vowels.

14. Quantity of Vowels. The foregoing classification of vowel sounds has reference only to the quality of vowels. But vowels differ from each other not only in quality but also in quantity or length of duration. With regard to quantity, vowels are commonly distinguished as long and short. But the student must be on his guard against the phonetically incorrect use of the terms long and short that he will encounter in naive or unscientific treatments and discussions of speech sounds, even in some dictionaries. The vowel of bite, for example, is sometimes called “long i” and the vowel of bit “short i,” but the first is really a diphthong and the second a simple vowel; the vowel of mate may be called “long a” and the vowel of mat “short a,” but the two vowels differ in quality as well as quantity, for the first is a mid front unrounded vowel and the second is a low front unrounded vowel; the vowel of loot is called “long oo” and the vowel of look “short oo,” but though they are both high back round vowels they are not a longer and shorter variety of the same vowel, for the first vowel is tense and the second is lax. Differences of mere quantity or duration in vowels of the same quality do occur, however, in Modern English. The vowel of gnaw is longer than the vowel of gnawed and the vowel of naught is longer than the vowel of naught. But this variation depends on the phonetic environment of the vowel; a vowel is longer when it is final than when it is followed by almost any single consonant, and longer when it is followed by a voiced consonant than when it is followed by a voiceless consonant. This adaptation of vowel quantity to the phonetic environment of the vowel is made automatically by speakers of English.

In the speech of some persons who do not pronounce r before consonants the words heart and hot, hard and had, part and pot, etc., differ only in the fact that the vowel of the first word of each pair is of longer duration than the vowel of the second word of the pair. And in the speech of perhaps the majority of Americans the words balm and bomb differ only in the fact that the vowel of the first word is longer than the vowel of the second. With these exceptions, however, differences in vowel quantity are not in themselves significant for the expression of meaning in Modern English, but are either dependent on the phonetic environment of the vowel or are combined with differences in vowel quality.

15. Diphthongs. A diphthong consists of two vowel sounds pronounced in a single syllable. In Modern English we have diphthongs in the words foil, foul, and file. In these diphthongs the first element is more strongly stressed than the second; such diphthongs are called falling diphthongs. Diphthongs in which the second element is more strongly stressed than the first as in fuel are called rising diphthongs.

---

5 For the diphthongization of certain long vowels in Modern English see Section 17 below.
CHAPTER II

MODERN ENGLISH SOUNDS

16. Phonetic Alphabet. In order to discuss or refer to the sounds of human speech in a reasonably accurate fashion, it is necessary to employ an alphabet which has a consistent set of values for its characters or letters. Such consistency can be attained only if each letter indicates one and no more than one sound, and conversely, if every sound is indicated by one and only one symbol. A moment’s reflection will be sufficient to convince anyone that the ordinary system of English spelling does not maintain such a one-to-one correspondence of sound and symbol. Consequently students of language have been forced to devise phonetic alphabets which do maintain this general principle. The one most frequently employed is the International Phonetic Alphabet, a form of which, particularly adapted to the English language, is presented here.

The first of the three columns below gives the IPA symbol for each of the distinctive sounds of English, the second contains a key word which indicates the value of the sound in question, and the third column shows how the key word would be transcribed in phonetic notation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
<th>KEY WORD</th>
<th>TRANSCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>æ</td>
<td>hat</td>
<td>hæt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ë</td>
<td>doom</td>
<td>dum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>hate</td>
<td>hæt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ê</td>
<td>met</td>
<td>met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>note</td>
<td>not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ò</td>
<td>thin</td>
<td>òen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>boot</td>
<td>bæt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>ful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>hurt</td>
<td>hæt, earth, bird, berth, word (General American pronunciation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The vowel written o in fodder, hot, not, etc., is in most parts of the United States the same sound as that which is written with a in father or calm but shorter in duration. In eastern New England and Great Britain, however, the o in fodder, hot, not, etc., is a vowel which may be represented in this notation by [æ]. (Here and elsewhere the brackets indicate that the spellings they enclose are phonetic spellings.)

2 A sound intermediate between [æ] and [e], representing the vowel sound of French loi, may be indicated by the symbol [œ]. No satisfactory English keyword can be given for this sound because, though it occurs in a number of varieties of English, there is no word or group of words in which it occurs in all varieties of English. It is the vowel which some persons use as a compromise between [a] and [e] in words like past, laugh, half, etc.

3 See Section 17.

4 In those dialects where the vowel of fairy differs from that of ferry, the stressed vowel of the first word may often appropriately be represented by [æ]. No special
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
<th>KEY WORD</th>
<th>TRANSCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ʒ</td>
<td>hurt, earth, bird, etc. (Southern British and eastern New England pronunciation)</td>
<td>ʒɔt, ʒɔ, ʒɔ, ʒɔd, ʒɔd, ʒɔd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɔ</td>
<td>above</td>
<td>ɔbəv 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɔ</td>
<td>further, perverse</td>
<td>ɔfər, ɔvər, ɔvər 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʌ</td>
<td>vat</td>
<td>ʌt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɔ</td>
<td>win</td>
<td>win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ə</td>
<td>zest</td>
<td>əst</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Diphthongs:**

- əu | sound | faʊnd 16 |
- əu | sound | faʊnd 16 |
- əi | boy   | əi 16 |
- əu | mute  | əi 17 |

**Consonant combinations:**

- ʧ | choose | tʃu 18 |
- ʤ | jaw, cage | ʤ, ʧ3, kɛdʒ 19 |
- hw | wheat | hwit 19 |

---

For the representation of certain sounds that occurred in Old English and Middle English, but which do not occur in Modern English, the following additional characters are needed:

- y pronounced as û in German kühn; û in French une
- y pronounced as û in German müssen
- oe pronounced as ò in German hören, wört; eu in French peu, peur
- x pronounced as ɡ in North German sager 20
- x pronounced as ch in German nicht, nacht 20

17. **Diphthongization.** In stressed syllables Modern English [e], [i], [o], and [u] tend to be diphthongs, not simple vowels. But the degree of diphthongization varies greatly according to circumstances. Diphthongization is most pronounced when the vowel is final and is followed by a pause. Such words as hay, key, koe, and coo when they are followed by a pause could be written [heɪ] or [heɪ], [ki] or [ki], [ku] or [ku], and [ku] or [ku]. The quality of the vowels composing these diphthongs varies more or less with different individuals and in different localities. There is a considerable amount of diphthongization when the vowel is final but is not followed by a pause or when the vowel is followed by a voiced consonant. In such words as fade, feed, load, and food the vowels may be transcribed either as diphthongs or as [e], [i], [o], and [u]. When these vowels are followed by voiceless consonants there is little or no diphthongization. The reason for this variation in amount of diphthongization according to the phonetic environment of the vowel is that the longer the vowel is the more it is diphthongized, and Modern English vowels are longest when they are final and followed by a pause and are shortest when they are followed by voiceless consonants. See section 18 below. When [e], [o], and [u] occur in unstressed syllables, as in vacation, donation, and unstrained [hu], they are simple vowels.

18. **Vowel Quantity.** The vowels [e], [i], [o], [u], [x], and [z] when fully stressed, are always long or “half-long.” The vowels [æ], [e], [i], [o], [ə], and [a] are nearly always short. 21 The vowel [a] when fully

---

20 See note 70 below.
21 Strictly speaking the symbol [x] represents only the voiceless velar fricative, that is the ch of German nacht. The ch in German nicht is a voiceless palatal fricative, for which some phonetic alphabets provide the symbol [q]. Yet [k] and [q] undergo a similar differentiation on the basis of the kind of vowel which follows (see note 29) but are represented by only a single symbol each. Therefore in the interests of simplicity, the symbol [x] will be employed here for both velar and palatal fricatives.
22 The chief exceptions to this statement are that [n] and [m] are long before r (as in hearing and power) and that [a] occurs as a long vowel in some varieties of English under the conditions stated in 120.3 below (see also note 9 above).
stressed is always long in some varieties of English, but in others it occurs
both as a long and as a short vowel, as does [s].

Long vowels may be marked by the modifier "placed after the vowel,
and half-long vowels may be marked (if it seems desirable to indicate
two degrees of length) by the modifier ,; for example, fade and feed
may be transcribed [feid] and [fid] and fate and feet may be transcribed
[feı] and [fıt]. But since (as was stated above in section 14) differences
in vowel quantity in Modern English are nearly always either dependent
on the phonetic environment of the vowel or are combined with differences
in vowel quality, it is not necessary for most purposes to mark long vowels
in the phonetic transcription of Modern English. In the subsequent
chapters, all long vowels are marked as in the transcription of Old and
Middle English but not in the representation of Modern English.

19. Accentuation. In almost all Modern English words of two or
more syllables, one syllable is pronounced with decidedly stronger stress
than the others. Stress is indicated when necessary by prefixing to the
stressed syllable the symbol †, as in [hæpt]. In words of two or more
syllables there is frequently a secondary stress on one of the syllables,
as in [tandketi], [dezagneta], [ntsˈmida]. And in a group of words
constituting a short sentence or an element of a longer sentence we find
a similar distribution of syllables uttered with varying degrees of stress.
In the sentence "Did he find the book he was looking for?" for example,
find, book, the first syllable of looking, and for are uttered with decidedly
stronger stress than the other syllables. And of the weakly stressed
syllables, did has a slightly stronger stress than he which follows it.
But if we utter the sentence in the way that is suggested by printing it
"Did he find the book he was looking for?", we notice that did has
been a strongly stressed word. And when we utter the sentence as is
suggested by printing it "Did he find the book he was looking for?", we
notice that the first he has become a strongly stressed word, though the
second he is still unstressed. The preponderance of stress on one or more
syllables of a single word is called word-stress, and the preponderance
of stress on certain syllables of a syntactical group of words is called
sentence-stress.

"Level" stress occurs in such words as undo and in such an expression as black
bird as compared with blackbird.

The distribution of primary and secondary stresses among the four strongly
stressed syllables of the sentence would depend on the particular situation in which the
sentence was uttered, but for would always probably have secondary stress.

20. Gradation. "Perhaps the most characteristic feature of English
phonology is the extreme sensitivity of its sounds to variations in the
degree of stress, giving rise to the varied phenomena of gradation."

Gradation is illustrated by the changes in vowel quality when derivative
suffixes are added as follows:

| aristocrat | arıstrækret | aristocracy | arıstrækrosı |
| illustrate | ɪlstraˈtreɪt | illustrative | ɪlstratəˈtɪv |
| superior | ˈsoʊpiˈraɪpər | superiority | ˈsoʊpiˈraɪpər |

In these examples it will be noticed that when the syllables containing
[a], [i], [æ], [e], and [ə] are pronounced without stress the quality of the
vowel changes to [a] or [i]. But gradation also occurs in correlation
with differences in sentence-stress. If we listen closely to the sentence
"Did he find the book he was looking for?" as uttered colloquially, we
notice that the first he is the "strong" form [hi] which is used when the
word is emphatic and therefore stressed, and that the second he is the
"weak" form which is used when the word is unstressed; this weak form
is [hi] at the beginning of a sentence or after a pause, but usually [i]
in other situations. In the sentence "Did he find the book I was
looking for?" the word I has the strong form [ai], but when the word is
unstressed it has the weak form [a], which in very rapid colloquial speech
is reduced to [a]. Many examples of weak forms of pronouns, auxiliary
verbs, prepositions, conjunctions, etc., may be found in the phonetic
transcription given in section 22.

21. Syllabic Consonants. The sounds [n] and [l] frequently form a
syllable even when not accompanied by a vowel, for example in written
[rtn], saddle [saed]. These syllabic consonants may be represented
by the symbols [n] and [l]. It is unnecessary in the examples just given to
mark the consonants as syllabic because in such words as these they can
scarcely be pronounced at all without being syllabic. The special designation
for syllabic consonants is used only where there is a possibility of the
sound being either syllabic or nonsyllabic, as in glutony [glutni] and
apple [æpl].


For a detailed treatment of gradation see J. S. Kenyon's American Pronunciation,
6th edition, pp. 90–110; also Webster's New International Dictionary, Guide to
Pronunciation, pp. xxxvii–xxxix.

Syllabic [n] may also occur in prism [prizm], or in combinations such as stop 'em
[stıpəm], keep 'em [kipə].
22. Modern English in Phonetic Notation. The pronunciation represented in the paragraphs printed below is the natural pronunciation of the transcriber (who is a native of southeastern Pennsylvania) when speaking at a rate about midway between slow, formal speech and rapid, conversational speech. In the transcriber’s dialect the vowel [a] is extremely frequent and occurs in many situations where speakers from some other localities would use [e], for example in [klaes] and [kaltvetad], line 1. In the transcriber’s dialect also the vowel [ae] occurs in certain words which have [ae] or [a] in some other varieties of English, for example [kantridge], line 43. In the conventional spelling the first paragraph of the text transcribed in the following is as follows:

In every cultivated language there are two great classes of words which, taken together, comprise the whole vocabulary. First, there are those words with which we become acquainted in ordinary conversation,—which we learn, that is to say, from the members of our own family and from our familiar associates, and which we should know and use even if we could not read or write. They concern the common things of life and are the stock in trade of all who speak the language. Such words may be called “popular,” since they belong to the people at large and are not the exclusive possession of a limited class.

In evn kaltvetad lengwisd dër e tu gret klesov av wâdz hwîfr tek nêgeds, kompruz ðo hol wakâebjâber. First, deos ðo döz wâdz wîfs wîf wîk akwentad in æddâner konvæseyn—hwîfr wîl len, dær e tiz se frîm, ðan mëemzov ðo ðe on famil on främ on famileâdass, wîf wîs ðaz ða on zuz ivan wîf wîk kud not rît ða rît. Ðe konseyn ðo kâmân thîgs av lûf, ða ðo stok in tred av ðl hu spik ðo lengwîs. Satz wâdz me bî kold28 “papjals,” sms ðe bûgô ðo ðo pîpl at lûfjôg ða ða ðat ðo ðakluav pozæyv av ða lîmitad klæs.

On ðe âdôs hæremd, ðo lengwîs inkludz ða mîttad av wâdz wîfs 10 ø kamperatívøl sëldam juzd in æddâner konvæseyn. Ðe mëniz ða ñëm tu evn akwëketad þren, bot ðe ðaz lîlit sëkne tu implez ðom at hom ðe ða ðo mûkast-plez. Ðerst akwëventads wîfs ðîm kâmz su né frám ø mêsôps lîps ðo frâm ða tak av or mûklèmz, bot ðram bulks ðat wît

28 In the phrase “called popular,” line 7, the closure for [d] is made and is then held while the lips make the closure for [p]; there is only one explosion, that of the [p]. In the phrase “called learned” the [d] of called can only be explosions if one speaks very slowly; in more rapid speech we are likely to omit the stop altogether. If this is done the [l] of called may be prolonged, and this prolongation may be indicated if desired by transcribing it [ll].
23. **Phonetic Classification of Modern English Sounds.** The following diagram shows the vowels of Modern English, classified, as in Sections 7-13, according to the positions assumed by the jaw, tongue, and lips in pronouncing them.

A quadrilateral rather than a rectangle has been employed to illustrate the various vowel positions because experimental evidence has demonstrated the relativity of the several terms of classification: high in respect to the front vowels is higher than with the back vowels; back is more retarded for the low vowels than for the high, etc. The rounded vowels are shown enclosed in parentheses. The vowels [i, ɪ, u, ʊ, ʌ, ɔ] are always tense; the others are generally lax, although there are tense varieties of [ɔ] and [æ]. The sounds [ɔ] and [ɔ] are made with the tongue turned upward (retroflex). The sound [r] is variable in position, ranging from a vowel close to [ɪ] to one that may resemble [ɾ] or even [ɹ], but it is usually produced with the tongue decidedly more centralized than any of these.

The classification of the consonant sounds, according to the principles explained above in 1-5, is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stops</th>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Labiodental</th>
<th>Interdental</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Alveolo-Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
<td>k²⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricatives</td>
<td></td>
<td>f</td>
<td>θ</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>ɹ</td>
<td>z</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affricates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>dʒ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasals</td>
<td></td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>γ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[k] is a voiceless sound made with the tongue and lips in the position, or approaching the position, which they will occupy in producing the vowel that follows. It is classified sometimes as a voiceless glottal fricative.

[j] is usually a voiced frictionless “glide” sound produced with the tongue moving from the [i] position to the position which it is to occupy in the formation of the vowel that follows it. It is a fricative only when it is produced with the tongue so close to the hard palate that the passage of air through the narrow opening causes audible friction; this is the case when [j] is followed by a high front vowel, as in *yield*.

[l] is a “divided” or “lateral” consonant; it is formed by placing the point of the tongue against the alveolar ridge and allowing the air from the lungs to escape at the sides. A “unilateral” [l] is produced when the tongue is so placed that the air can escape at one side only. When the point of the tongue is in the position that is essential for the production of the [l] sound, the back of the tongue may be in various positions which modify more or less the quality of the sound. [l] is usually voiced but may be partly or wholly voiceless after voiceless stops, as in *play*.

[r] is produced in a variety of ways in English. In northern British

²⁹ Although [k] and [ɡ] are classified here as velar stops, they are actually palatal or velar according to the nature of the vowel that precedes or follows. (The term *palatal* implies contact with the hard palate, *velar* with the soft palate.) The closure is made farther forward when a front vowel follows, as in *key* and *gate*, than when a back vowel follows, as in *coo* and *go*. 
English it is trilled with the tip of the tongue when a vowel follows. In southern British English, the [r] consists of a single flap of the tongue when it occurs between vowels, as in very, but this is very exceptional in American English. In both British and American English there is some tendency to trill the [r] after [0], as in three.

All types of untrilled [r] are produced by turning the tip of the tongue up towards the ridge behind the upper front teeth or towards the hard palate and then gliding or moving the tongue to the position for the following sound. If the tip of the tongue is very close to the roof of the mouth, a certain amount of friction accompanies the production of the sound, but most types of [r] are vowel-like sounds produced with little or no friction. Initial [r] and intervocalic [r] are often made with some rounding of the lips. [r] is usually voiced but may be partly or wholly voiceless after voiceless stops, as in gray.

[w] is usually a voiced frictionless glide produced with the lips rounded and with the tongue moving from the [u] position to the position which it is to occupy during the production of the vowel that follows it. But when [w] is followed by a high back vowel, as in new, the tongue is so close to the roof of the mouth that the passage of air through the narrow opening causes audible friction; in this situation [w] may be described as a voiced velar fricant made with decided rounding of the lips.

For a description of [hw] see note 19.

CHAPTER III

OLD ENGLISH SOUNDS, INFECTIONS, AND DIALECTS

24. Pronunciation of Old English. For purposes of convenience, three periods in the development of the English language are usually recognized. The first, Old English, extends from the beginnings of recorded English to 1050. Middle English covers the period from 1050 to 1450. The language after 1450 is considered Modern English, although at times the period from 1450 to 1700 is called Early Modern English.

The pronunciation of the Old English vowels and diphthongs is shown in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OE Spelling</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Transcription</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ā</td>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>stān, stone</td>
<td>[stān]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ā</td>
<td>[aː]</td>
<td>man, man</td>
<td>[man]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ā</td>
<td>[æ]</td>
<td>hēך, heath</td>
<td>[heːθ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ā</td>
<td>[æː]</td>
<td>bæt, that</td>
<td>[bæt]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ē</td>
<td>[e]</td>
<td>swēt, sweet</td>
<td>[swēt]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ē</td>
<td>[eː]</td>
<td>hēlp, help</td>
<td>[hēlp]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ē</td>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>rīdan, ride</td>
<td>[riːdən]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ē</td>
<td>[iː]</td>
<td>drīncan, drink</td>
<td>[drīŋkən]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ē</td>
<td>[o]</td>
<td>dōn, do</td>
<td>[dōn]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ē</td>
<td>[oː]</td>
<td>crop, crop</td>
<td>[kroːp]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ē</td>
<td>[u]</td>
<td>hūs, house</td>
<td>[hūs]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ē</td>
<td>[uː]</td>
<td>sunn, son</td>
<td>[sunn]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ē</td>
<td>[y]</td>
<td>fyr, fire</td>
<td>[fyr]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ē</td>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>lyńne, thin</td>
<td>[līnːi]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ē</td>
<td>[aː]</td>
<td>strēm, stream</td>
<td>[strēm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ē</td>
<td>[aː]</td>
<td>hēørpe, harp</td>
<td>[hēɔrpe]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ē</td>
<td>[eː]</td>
<td>bōn, be</td>
<td>[bōn]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ē</td>
<td>[eː]</td>
<td>wēorc, work</td>
<td>[wēɔrk]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ē</td>
<td>[iː]</td>
<td>hīeran, hear</td>
<td>[hīərən]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ē</td>
<td>[iː]</td>
<td>ieldr, elder</td>
<td>[iəldər]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some recent authorities have questioned the diphthongal value of the ēa, ēo, and ie spellings, maintaining that they were devised by Anglo-Saxon scribes to indicate the velar nature of following k, r, and h, and the palatal character of preceding ē and ē sounds. This applies to the short diphthongs only. In this connection, see M. Daunt, "Old English Sound Changes Reconsidered in Relation to Scitual Tradition and Practice," Transactions of the Philological Society, 1939, pp. 108-137. However, because the traditional view of their diphthongal value was implicit in Professor Moore's subsequent treatment, I have hesitated to modify his opinions to this extent. The suggestion is one which deserves further consideration. A.H.M.
CHAPTER VIII

THE DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN ENGLISH SOUNDS

113. Relation of Middle English to Modern English. The term Middle English is a convenient way of speaking of a number of local dialects of English which were used during a period lasting roughly from about 1050 or 1100 to about 1450 or 1500. These local dialects, as may be seen from a study of Chapter VII of this book, differed greatly from each other both in sounds and grammatical forms.

The local dialects of Middle English were not merely spoken varieties of English, but each local dialect had its corresponding written form which was intended to represent the spoken forms of that dialect and which did represent the spoken forms of the dialect as accurately as the varying skill of the writers and the inadequacy of their alphabet permitted. And the written forms of these various local dialects were used not only for records and memoranda of merely local, temporary, or utilitarian value, but were also the media in which the literary works of the Middle English period were written until about 1450. Until after this date no one written form of English was used over the whole or even over the greater part of England, just as no one spoken form of English was used outside of its own particular region.

We find, however, that the written form of the literary works and documents composed in the Southern, Kentish, West Midland, and Northern regions after about 1450 (or even a little earlier) becomes increasingly less representative of the spoken forms of the regions in which these writings originated and approximates more and more closely to a common standard. By about 1500 this written form of English, which we may now call Standard Written English, had come into such general use that even informal writings such as private letters and family papers seldom contain linguistic evidence of their local origin. The written form of English which thus displaced the written forms of the other dialects was that which was used by those whose spoken language was the dialect of London.

The dialect of London appears to have been originally of a type which might be called Southeastern, but between about 1250 and 1350
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most of the more specifically Southeastern and Southern characteristics of the London dialect were displaced by the forms of the Southeast Midland dialect. Between about 1350 and 1500 the London dialect underwent further modification and approximated more closely at the end of the Middle English period to the Northeast Midland dialect type. And even after 1500 at least one change took place in the spoken English of London which assimilated it still more closely to the Northeast Midland dialect type, namely the substitution of -eth for -eth as the ending of the present indicative third person singular of verbs. 

Standard Written English did not retain throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the form which it had between 1450 and 1500 when the written form of the London dialect first became the standard written form of English, but underwent a development that reflected changes that were taking place during the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries in the spoken English of London.

114. Standard Written English and Standard Spoken English. The establishment of a standard written form of English must be distinguished from the establishment of a standard form of spoken English. After the written form of the London dialect had been accepted as Standard Written English, the other local dialects still continued to be spoken and their derivatives are still spoken by certain classes in England, Scotland, and Ireland today. The London type of spoken English must, however, have become very much more widely diffused among certain classes during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries than it was at an earlier period, for all the types of spoken English now used throughout the English-speaking world except the local dialects of England, Scotland, and Ireland are derivative from sixteenth century or seventeenth century London English. At least none of these varieties of spoken English exhibits either in its sounds or its inflections characteristics that indicate derivation from any other local dialect than the dialect of London. But there is no one variety of spoken English that is common even to the educated classes throughout the English-speaking world. In England itself there are important differences between the speech of southern and northern Englishmen of the same degree of social acceptability and cultivation. And when we consider all the varieties of English spoken by those who are
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This change began in the latter part of the fifteenth century but was not completed until after 1500.
admitted to speak “good English” in the different British colonies and in
different parts of the United States, we must recognise that there is
still no Standard Spoken English in any strict sense of the term. In
every part of the English-speaking world some type of spoken English,
that which is used by those who carry on the affairs of the community, is
considered “good English,” as contrasted with the non-standard English
and local dialects spoken by other classes of the community. If we use
the term Standard Spoken English at all we must recognize that it is
merely a convenient way of speaking of the various kinds of “good Eng-
lish” that are current in various parts of the English-speaking world.

115. The Great Vowel Shift. In Section 52, which dealt with the
normal development of Old English sounds into Middle English, it was
pointed out that fewer than half of the Old English vowel sounds and
diphthong combinations underwent any change at all. Moreover, the
changes which did occur were limited for the most part to the unrounding
of rounded vowels and the simplification of diphthongs.

The development of Middle English sounds into Modern English is a
quite different story. During the period between 1400 and 1600, all but
two of the twenty significantly distinctive vowel sounds and diphthongal
combinations of Chaucer’s time underwent some sort of alteration, often
involving shifts in jaw height and tongue position. In fact, so radical was
the change in the whole phonetic structure of English during this period
that it is often spoken of as the Great Vowel Shift. The results of it are
reflected even in the names we give to the vowel characters in the English
alphabet. Only in English is the first letter of the alphabet called [a]; in
virtually every other Western European language it is [a]. English is the
only language in which the fifth letter (e) is [i] instead of [e] and in which
the ninth letter (i) is called [u]. The extent of the changes in the Middle
English vowels and diphthongs will be observed in the following table,
which indicates their Modern English equivalents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIDDLE ENGLISH</th>
<th>MODERN ENGLISH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ɑ] name</td>
<td>[nɑ:m] name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɑ] crab</td>
<td>[kræb] crab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[eɪ] cleene</td>
<td>[kli:n] clean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[eɪ] sweete</td>
<td>[swɛt] sweet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɛ] helpe(n)</td>
<td>[help] help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɪ] ride(n)</td>
<td>[rɪd] ride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɪ] drink(n)</td>
<td>[drɪŋk] drink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɔː] fode</td>
<td>[foʊd] food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɔː] stoon</td>
<td>[stoʊn] stone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɔː] oxen</td>
<td>[ɔks] ox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[uː] hous</td>
<td>[haus] house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[uː] sone</td>
<td>[sɔn] son</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[uː] foute</td>
<td>[fʌt] fought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[eɪ] sell</td>
<td>[sɛl] sail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[uː] soule</td>
<td>[soʊl] soul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[uː] thought</td>
<td>[θɔ:nt] thought</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A glance at certain of the developments in the above table will illus-
rate the appropriateness of the term “vowel shift.” Observe, for example,
that the Middle English low back vowel [ɑː] developed into mid back [ɔ]
in Modern English. But Middle English [ɔː] in turn developed into the
Modern English high back rounded vowel [ʊ]. In both of these instances
the jaw position for the sound was elevated one notch or degree—the low
vowel became mid; the mid was raised to a high. When we next turn our
attention to the ME high back vowel [u], we see that it has become the

113 It should be recalled that the MaE vowels [e], [i], [o], and [u] usually tend to be
diphthongs in actual pronunciation (see Section 17), whereas the vowels of the Old and
Middle English periods are considered to have been “pure,” i.e. undiphthongised, in
character. Note also that with the MaE vowels the use of [i] to indicate length is not
employed. This arises from the circumstance that in MaE there are no pairs of sounds
alike in quality in which length or duration is phonemic, i.e., makes the difference be-
tween one word and another, as in ME cate [kət] ’coat’ and cate [kət], ’coat,’

114 ME [æ] first became [e] in Early Modern English and later (between the six-
teenth and the eighteenth centuries) developed into MaE [i].

115 ME [ʌ], or a vowel much like it, has been preserved in the speech of England
and along the Atlantic seaboard in this country, particularly in New England, but it
has become [e] in most parts of the United States. See Section 158 below.

116 See Section 119 below.
diphthong [ou], with its first element now a low back vowel. The circle is completed by ME [au], which has become Modern English [a]. This series of changes may be diagrammatically illustrated as follows:

\[ [\text{hus}] \rightarrow [\text{hous}] \]
\[ [\text{foi}] \rightarrow [\text{fud}] \]
\[ [\text{ston}] \rightarrow [\text{ton}] \]
\[ [\text{fut}] \rightarrow [\text{aut}] \]

116. **Shortening of Middle English Vowels.** In the following instances certain of the sounds of Middle English did not develop according to the matter indicated in the table (Section 115) because of considerations affecting their length.

1. Shortening of Middle English [ae].

Middle English [ae] became early Modern English [e] and developed later into [i], but before it became [e] it was often shortened when it was followed by d, t, or [θ]. ME deed [deid], MnE [ded]; ME sweet(e)n [swet(e)n], MnE [swet]; ME deeth [deθ], MnE [deθ].

2. Shortening of [ui] from Middle English [oi].

After Middle English [oi] had become [ui], the [ui] was in a great many words shortened when it was followed by d, t, or [θ]. In some words the result of this shortening is [u], but in others the [u] has undergone the further change of [u] to [a]. ME good [goud], MnE [gud]; ME blood [blud], MnE [blud]; ME foot [foθ], MnE [fut]; ME book [buk], MnE [buk].

3. Another group of words which had early Modern English [u], usually from Middle English [oi], shows a tendency to the shortening of [ui] to [u] before [f], [t], [p], [m], and [n], which was apparently of later date than the shortening mentioned in the preceding paragraph. This tendency has not been completely carried out, for the present pronunciation of these words both in England and in the United States varies between [u] and [u]. The most important words belonging to this group are: root, hoof; spook; hoop, cooper; root, soot; broom, room; soon, soon. Of these words cooper and room had early Modern English [u] preserved before labial consonants according to 122 below.

117. **Lengthening of Middle English Vowels.**

1. Lengthening of [i] before [x].

When [x] in the combination [ix] was lost, a preceding [i] was lengthened to [ii] and was afterwards changed to [ai]. ME right [rixt], MnE [rait].

2. Middle English [u] became [æ] in early Modern English. In Northern British English and the speech of the greater part of the United States this sound has remained unchanged except for those situations dealt with in Sections 121-22. In southern British English and in the speech of southern New England and eastern Virginia the [æ] was lengthened to [æ̆] and then retracted to [æ] when followed by the voiceless fricatives [f, θ, s] and the nasal combinations [mp, nt, nd, sn, nt]. General American [kæf, tʃef, æfə, pæs, glæs, klæsp, pæst, æsk, egzæmpl, ʃænt, kæmænd, dens, bænt]; Southern British and eastern seaboard American English [kæf, tʃef, æfə, pæs, glæs, klæsp, pæst, æsk, egzæmpl, ʃænt, kæmænd, dens, bænt].

118. **The Development of Middle English [ɔ].** It was pointed out in note 130 above that whereas ME [ɔ] has for the most part remained unchanged in British English, it has generally unrounded to [a] in the United States. This observation, however, does not apply in every instance. Before the voiceless fricatives [f, θ, s] rounding has generally persisted in American English as well: ME of [ɔf], MnE [ɔf]; ME motte [mɔtθ], MnE [mɔt]; MnE los [loθ], MnE [loθ].

Before r the rounded vowel has been regularly retained in monosyllables, although there is in the United States some variation in plurals: ME hors [hɔrs], MnE [hɔrθ], MnE norð [naθ], MnE [naθ]. MnE forke [fɔrk], MnE [fɔk]. Observe however American English foreign [fɔrθn, fɔræn], sorrow [sɔrə, sɔrə].

In American English also similar variations in rounding occur before the stops [d, g, k]: ME God [gɔd], American English [gɔd, gɔd]; ME grogg [ɡrɔɡ], American English [ɡrɔɡ, ɡrɔɡ]; ME mokke(n) [mɔkɔ:n], American English [mɔk, mɔk].

119. **The Development of Middle English [iu].** ME [iu] remained a diphthong when it was preceded by a labial or labiodental consonant. ME beauty [bjuти], MnE [bjuти]; ME puwe, pewe [pjuθ], MnE [pjuθ]; ME fewe [fjuθ], MnE [fju]; ME veve [viθ], MnE [viθ].

In initial position and after [h] and [k] the sound has developed into
Modern English [ju]: ME use [usu], Mne [jus]; ME humour [iumar], Mne [hiuma]; ME cure [kuro], Mne [kju].

After r, Middle English [u] has regularly become [u]: ME rude [rudo], Mne [rud]; ME rule [rule], Mne [rul].

After the alveolar consonants n, l, d, t, and s, present-day pronunciation varies between [u] and [u], the latter being relatively more prevalent in American than in British English. ME newe [nuw], Mne [nu, nu]; ME blew [blu], Mne [blu, blu]; ME sawd [sud], Mne [edu, edu]; ME Tuesday [tusaday], Mne [tuasdai], Mne [tuza, tuza]; ME Susanne [suzane], Mne [suzan, auzan]. The pronunciation [ju] may also occur as a variant in any of these words. See also Section 121.3 c.

120. Special Developments Before r.

1. Middle English [a] followed by r often changed to [e] in very early Modern English and later developed into [a]: ME sterve(n) [steve(n)], early Mne [stev], Mne [stev]. Middle English [a] followed by r remained [a] in Modern English: ME hard [hard], Mne [hard].

2. Middle English [ar] and [ae] have regularly, and Middle English [er] has frequently, become [ar] in Modern English: ME first [first], Mne [fist]; ME curse(n) [kurse(n)], Mne [kars]; ME learned [learned], Mne [learned].

3. Middle English [aer] has sometimes become [aer] in Modern English and sometimes [e]. Often the same word will vary considerably in pronunciation, particularly in the United States. ME bere(n) [beren], Mne [bear, bær]. Middle English [ai] and [aer] have also become Modern English [ai] or [e]: ME spare(n) [sparse(n)], Mne [spare, spare]; ME fair [fair], Mne [fair, feir]. See note 9 above.

4. The Modern English development of Middle English [ai] and [oi] followed by r is a vowel which varies between [ai] and [oi]: ME more [moro], Mne [mär, mor]; ME swor [swor], Mne [swor, swor].

5. Early Modern English [i], [u], and [u] followed by r were usually replaced by [i], [u], and [u]. Mne [hir], [pu], [pu].

6. Middle English [i], [e], [i], and [u] often developed normally (i.e., followed the regular patterns of development as shown in the chart in Section 115) in words in which the r is still followed by another vowel in Modern English: ME care(n) [karo(n)], Mne [kari]; ME very [veri], Mne [véri]; ME sirop [sirop], Mne [sirop]; Mne corage [krod3], Mne [kand3] in some dialects. But in some varieties of English the special development of ME [e], [i], and [u] has occurred even in these words, resulting in [vri], [streþ], and the usual American form [kroð3]. In this connection see also the treatment of [e] before r in Section 118.

These special developments of vowels before r have been stated in terms of their results in the speech of those who pronounce a retroflex r before consonants as well as before vowels (see notes 12 and 15 above). In the speech of those who do not pronounce r when it is followed by a consonant, the same vowels have developed except that [a] is replaced in some varieties of English by [u], and that there is a tendency to the development of a glide [a] sound after the vowel, or to compensatory lengthening, resulting in [aæ], [æi], [æ], etc. The words used above to illustrate the development of vowels before r would therefore be transcribed as follows by those who pronounce r only before vowels: [strateþ] or [strateþ], [haut] or [haut], [fast], [kæs], [læmad], [speæ] or [speþ], [feæ] or [feæ], [hæt] or [hæt], [hir] or [hir], [pʊ] or [pʊ], [pʊ] or [pʊæ], [pʊ] or [pʊæ], [pʊ] or [pʊæ], [pʊ] or [pʊæ], [pʊ] or [pʊæ], [pʊ] or [pʊæ].

121. Special Developments before l.

1. Middle English [a] followed by l plus another consonant or final r did not become [æ] but was diphthongised to [æ] in early Modern English. This diphthong then developed, like Middle English [æ], into [a]: ME smal [smal], early Mne [smal], Mne [smal]; ME talk(e) [talk(e)], early Mne [talk], Mne [tæk].

2. Middle English [a] followed by l was diphthongised to [æ] in early Modern English; this diphthong then developed, like Middle English [æ], into Modern English [æ]: ME folk [folk], early Mne [folk].

122. The Influences of Labial Sounds.

1. Special developments after [w].

When preceded by w Middle English [a] did not become [æ] but developed in the seventeenth century into [a]. In British English [æ] has either remained or has become a slightly higher and more rounded vowel (see note 6). In American English [æ] has remained in some localities and in others has developed into [æ]: ME water [wata], Mne [wata], [wata]; ME washe(n) [wast(n)], Mne [wast], [wast]; ME warm [warm], Mne [warm].

2. Preservation of Middle English [u] and [u].

But before l, r, and r Middle English [a] has developed into [a] or [æ].
Middle English [u] has been preserved in Modern English before lip consonants (b, p, m, f, v); ME stoupe(n) [stup(ə)n], MnE [stup]; ME tumbbe [təmbə], MnE [tum]. In some words this [u] before lip consonants was shortened to [ə] and afterwards changed to [a]; ME shouve(n) [suiv(ə)n], MnE [səv]; ME double [dəubəl], MnE [dəobl].

Middle English [e] has been preserved in Modern English under the following circumstances: regularly between lip consonants and I; ME bole [bəls], MnE [bəl]; ME ful [ful], MnE [fəl]; ME wolf [wulf], MnE [wulf]; and frequently between lip consonants and consonants other than I: ME wode [wudə], MnE [wud]; ME putte(n) [putə(ə)n], MnE [put].

123. Vowels in Unaccented Syllables.

1. Final e, i.e. [ə], was universally lost at the end of the Middle English period. But final [e] remained and the final [e] or [æ] which occurred in numerous French loan-words became [ə] in Modern English. ME holly [holi], MnE holly [holi]; ME pite [pite] or [piti], MnE pity [piti].

2. Syncopation of the [ə] in the ending -es has occurred universally except after [s], [z], [f], and [ʃ]; ME thinges [θingəs], bokes [θoks], fishes [θiʃəs]: MnE [θogəs], [θoks], [θiʃəs].

Syncopation of the [ə] in the verbal ending -ed has occurred universally except after [d] and [t]; e.g., ME loved, loked, wedded; MnE [ləvd], [ləkt], [wedəd].

Middle English or has become [ə], Middle English [ɔ] has usually become [ʊ], and Middle English [on] has to a large extent become [ə]; ME better, gospel, ride(n); MnE [bətə], [gəspəl], [rədn]. In the speech of those who pronounce [r] only before vowels, [ə] is replaced by [ɔ], MnE [bətə].

3. Extensive qualitative changes took place in the vowels of syllables which were either unstressed in Middle English or which, through loss of the primary or secondary stress which they had in Middle English, became unstressed syllables in Modern English. The final result of these changes has been (to speak in the most general terms) that nearly all vowel sounds in syllables which have neither primary nor secondary stress have been reduced in colloquial Modern English to [ə] or [i]. The distribution of unstressed [ə] and [i] is very far from uniform. The following examples are intended merely to illustrate the nature of these qualitative changes but not to be representative in the sense of exemplifying all the changes that occurred:

Middle English
acordant [əkɔrdənt]
confession [kənfɛˈʃən]
courage [kərəʤ]
curtisie [kərtiˈziə]
felatwip [fələˈwɪp]
honour [ˈhənər]
welcome [ˈwelkəm]
wisdom [ˈwɪzdəm]

Modern English
[əkɔrdənt]
[ˈkənfeʃən]
[ˈkərəʤ]
[ˈkərtiˈziə]
[ˈfələˈwɪp]
[ˈhənər]
[ˈwelkəm]
[ˈwɪzdəm]

For a fuller treatment of the Modern English changes that took place in the vowels of unstressed syllables see Jespersen's Modern English Grammar, Part I, Chapter IX.

124. The Development of Consonants in Modern English.

1. Voicing of fricatives.

a. Initial [θ] changed to [ʃ] in a number of pronouns and particles which were commonly pronounced without stress: the, they, them, thou, thee, thy, that, those, this, these, then, than, there.

b. Final [ʃ], [ʒ] and [θ] became [ʃ], [ʒ], and [θ] if they were preceded by a vowel that was without stress or if they occurred in words that were commonly pronounced without stress in the sentence; ME actif, MnE [ækˈtɪv]; ME of [ɔf], MnE [əf]; ME faces [fəsəs], MnE [fəsəs]; ME his [hɪz], MnE [hɪz]; ME with [wɪð], MnE [wɪð].

2. Loss of consonants.

a. [x] has been lost in Modern English: ME saugh [sɔʊ], MnE [ɔ];
ME night [nɪt], MnE [naɪt].

b. [θ] has been lost before k and the lip consonants m and f when the vowel that preceded it was Middle English [u] or [ο]; ME talk(n) [təlk(ə)n], MnE [tək]; ME folk [fɔlk], MnE [fɔk]; ME palm [pɔlm], MnE [pɔlm]; ME half [hɔlf], MnE [hɔlf] or [hʌlf].

c. [r] in Modern English has lost its trilled quality and has become a.

Modern English [ɔf] is historically the stressed form of of; in of the [θ] changed to [ʃ] because of lack of stress, but in off the [θ] remained unchanged.

In some words Middle English [x] has become [θ] in Modern English; e.g., ME laughe(n) [laʊxən], MnE [læf] or [θæf]; ME tough [tʌx], MnE [θæf]; in these words the vowel has also been modified in a special way; in the examples just given ME [θæf] has become [θæf] or [θæf] instead of [θæf], and ME [θæf] has been shortened to [θæf].
vowel-like sound which in some varieties of English is pronounced only before vowels.


a. Middle English double consonants became single in Modern English: ME sonne [sʌnə], MnE [sən]; ME sitte(n) [sitə(n)], MnE [sit].

b. Initial gn and kn have become n and initial wr has become r; ME gnawa(n) [ɡnəwən], MnE [nəw]; ME knight [kaɪnt], MnE [naɪnt]; ME write(n) [raɪtə(n)], MnE [raɪt].

c. Initial mb has been reduced to m; ME domb [dʌm], MnE [dʌm].

d. Final [ŋ] has been reduced to [ŋ]; ME thing [θɪŋ], MnE [θŋ].

e. [ʃ] and [ʒ] have become [ʃ] and [ʒ]; early MnE special [ˈspɛʃəl], MnE [ˈspɛʃəl]; early MnE mission [ˈmɪʃən], MnE [ˈmɪʃən]; early MnE portion [ˈpɔːʃən], MnE [ˈpɔːʃən],28 early MnE vision [ˈvɪʒən], MnE [ˈvɪʒən].

[tʃ] and [dʒ] have become [tʃ] and [dʒ]; early MnE fortune [ˈfɔːrɪʃən], MnE [ˈfɔːrɪʃən]; early MnE cordial [ˈkɔːrdʒəl], MnE [ˈkɔːrdʒəl].

28 The suffix -tion is merely a Latinized spelling of the suffix which was spelled -cioun or -cioun in Middle English.

CHAPTER IX

THE DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN ENGLISH INFLECTIONS

125. Middle English and Modern English Inflections. The Modern English development of the Middle English inflectional forms was very different both in its results and in its causes from the Middle English development of the inflectional forms of Old English. When we compare the inflectional forms of Modern English with those of late Middle English (e.g. the dialect of Chaucer), we find no such radical differences as we find when we compare the inflectional forms of late Middle English with those of Old English. The Middle English development of the Old English inflectional forms resulted in a complete transformation of the inflectional pattern of nouns, adjectives, and pronouns and changed it from a rather highly inflected language to one having relatively few and simple inflections (see 68 above). The Modern English development of the Middle English inflectional forms resulted in a complete loss of inflection in the adjective and in some simplification of the inflectional forms of verbs, but in very little simplification of the inflectional forms of nouns and pronouns. Speaking very generally, we may say that the Modern English development resulted in numerous changes of inflectional forms but not in any great reduction of inflectional forms or in any great modification of the system or pattern of inflectional forms.

The Middle English development of the Old English inflectional forms was chiefly the result of two causes, sound-change and analogy (see 69, 70 above). The Modern English development was chiefly the result of sound-change; some analogical changes took place, but the analogical changes were very much less numerous and less important than those that took place in the earlier period.

The language of Chaucer is the form of Middle English that has been most thoroughly investigated and is most generally known; Chaucer’s language, moreover, was the dialect of London, which was the source of both the written and the spoken form of Modern English. For these two reasons it is appropriate to take Chaucer’s language as the norm of Middle English in a comparison of the inflectional forms of Middle English with those of Modern English. But the source of